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Abstract

Knowledge-grounded dialogue systems are001
challenging to build due to the lack of training002
data and heterogeneous knowledge sources.003
Existing systems perform poorly on unseen004
topics due to limited topics covered in the train-005
ing data. In addition, it is challenging to gener-006
alize to the domains that require different types007
of knowledge sources. To address the above008
challenges, we present PLUG1, a language009
model that homogenizes different knowledge010
sources to a unified knowledge representation011
for knowledge-grounded dialogue generation012
tasks. We first retrieve relevant information013
from heterogeneous knowledge sources (e.g.,014
wiki, dictionary, or knowledge graph); Then015
the retrieved knowledge is transformed into016
text and concatenated with dialogue history to017
feed into the language model for generating018
responses. PLUG is pre-trained on a large-019
scale knowledge-grounded dialogue corpus.020
The empirical evaluation on two benchmarks021
shows that PLUG generalizes well across dif-022
ferent knowledge-grounded dialogue tasks. It023
achieves comparable performance with state-024
of-the-art methods in the fully-supervised set-025
ting and significantly outperforms other ap-026
proaches in zero-shot and few-shot settings.027

1 Introduction028

Recent work has shown that conversational mod-029

els can be trained in an end-to-end fashion (Gao030

et al., 2019; Roller et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2019;031

Adiwardana et al., 2020). Though such models032

can generate coherent and natural responses con-033

sistent with conversation history, there is still a034

clear gap between conversational AI agents and hu-035

mans. The primary reason is that existing dialogue036

systems lack knowledge of the subject and thus037

cannot deep dive into specific topics with humans.038

In order to better incorporate knowledge into dia-039

1Pre-trained Language model with a Unified knowledge
representation for knowledge-Grounded dialogues.

Dataset Knowledge % Topics

Open-domain
Wizard of Wikipedia articles 0.02%
CMU_DoG articles 0.04%

Recommendation
REDIAL tables 15.0%
OPENDIALKG graph 7.5%

Table 1: Knowledge representation and topic cover-
age statistics of existing knowledge-grounded dialogue
datasets. % Topics means the portion of topics or facts
in the knowledge database covered by the dataset.

logue, knowledge-grounded dialogue systems have 040

become increasingly popular. 041

Knowledge-grounded dialogue generation aims 042

to generate informative and meaningful responses 043

based on both conversation context and external 044

knowledge sources. Thus far, researchers have col- 045

lected knowledge-grounded dialogues for various 046

tasks using crowdsourcing platforms, for instance, 047

open-domain dialogues (Dinan et al., 2019; Zhou 048

et al., 2018) and conversational recommendation 049

dialogues (Li et al., 2018; Moon et al., 2019; Hay- 050

ati et al., 2020). Workers are asked to base their 051

replies on knowledge from structured knowledge 052

bases (Moon et al., 2019; Tuan et al., 2019) or un- 053

structured documents (Dinan et al., 2019; Zhou 054

et al., 2018; Feng et al., 2020). Taking advantage 055

of recent advances in large-scale language mod- 056

els (Raffel et al., 2019; Lewis et al., 2020a; Guu 057

et al., 2020), researchers have also built knowledge- 058

grounded dialogue systems by fine-tuning such lan- 059

guage models in an end-to-end fashion (Shuster 060

et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2020b; Li et al., 2021). 061

However, there are two critical challenges in 062

these existing methods. First, it is expensive and 063

time-intensive to collect knowledge-grounded dia- 064

logues. As shown in Table 1, most of the datasets 065

only cover a small portion of the knowledge base. 066

Thus, systems which only fine-tune with small 067
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training sets generalize poorly on unseen topics068

in the same knowledge base. Additionally, the for-069

mats of knowledge sources vary in different tasks,070

making the approaches unable to transfer to other071

domains with different knowledge sources. For ex-072

ample, REDIAL (Li et al., 2018) adopts a movie073

database as the knowledge source to recommend074

movies. Techniques on this task exploit the graph075

structure. It is not easy to adapt such techniques to076

document-grounded conversation tasks like Wizard077

of Wikipedia (Dinan et al., 2019).078

In this work, we present PLUG, a model that can079

unify different knowledge formats for knowledge-080

grounded dialogue generation. First, we con-081

vert different knowledge formats (e.g., knowledge082

graph, knowledge base, and passages) to unstruc-083

tured text, each using a different retriever. Then084

we use a pre-trained language model to process085

them into a unified representation to incorporate the086

knowledge into dialogue generation. We pre-train087

PLUG on different knowledge-ground dialogue cor-088

pora, including a large-scale open-domain conver-089

sation dataset from Reddit. This allows PLUG to090

learn knowledge in various formats from different091

tasks, and thus transfer to any knowledge-grounded092

dialogue task with few-shot learning techniques.093

We evaluate the effectiveness of PLUG by ap-094

plying it to an open-domain knowledge-grounded095

dialogue benchmark, Wizard of Wikipedia (Dinan096

et al., 2019), and a knowledge-grounded conversa-097

tional recommendation benchmark, REDIAL (Li098

et al., 2018). PLUG achieves results comparable to099

the state-of-the-art method under a fully-supervised100

setting. It outperforms other methods on both tasks101

under zero-shot and few-shot settings, demonstrat-102

ing that PLUG can be grounded on world knowl-103

edge in different knowledge sources and generalize104

to different downstream tasks.105

Our contributions are three-fold: (1) We pro-106

pose a novel knowledge-based pre-trained lan-107

guage model, PLUG, that can be applied to any108

knowledge-grounded dialogue tasks; (2) Our model109

achieves slightly better results than state-of-the-110

art models in fully-supervised settings and shows111

promising improvements over the current state-112

of-the-art in zero-shot and few-shot settings; (3)113

We present extensive experiments to explore the114

bottlenecks of the task and the future direction of115

knowledge-grounded dialogues.116

2 Approach 117

We describe our approach in this section. Figure 1 118

gives a diagram of our proposed method. We first 119

introduce the background of knowledge-grounded 120

dialogues and the backbone language model in Sec- 121

tion 2.1. Then, we formalize the task and introduce 122

the details of PLUG in Section 2.2. Finally, we 123

explain the training process of our PLUG, which 124

includes the pre-training dataset selection and the 125

data pre-processing processes in Section 2.3. 126

2.1 Background: Knowledge-Grounded 127

Pre-training 128

Traditional knowledge-grounded dialogue includes 129

three steps: information extraction, knowledge pre- 130

diction, and response generation. Previous work fo- 131

cuses on developing separate modules (Zhou et al., 132

2020b). Inspired by the recent success of apply- 133

ing a large-scale pre-trained language model on 134

task-oriented dialogue systems (Peng et al., 2020; 135

Hosseini-Asl et al., 2020), we explore the possibil- 136

ity of using a unified knowledge representation in 137

a large-scale language model. In order to properly 138

manage the task in a sequence-to-sequence setup, 139

we choose T5 (Raffel et al., 2020) as our backbone. 140

T5 is a sequence-to-sequence pre-trained Trans- 141

former (Vaswani et al., 2017) model for transfer 142

learning. It is trained by converting various lan- 143

guage tasks into text-to-text tasks. After fine-tuning 144

on a dialogue dataset, T5 can generate fluent and 145

coherent responses. Nevertheless, responses are 146

often too generic because they are not grounded on 147

specific knowledge. PLUG is built on the T5 model 148

but grounded on real-world knowledge during train- 149

ing, making it inherit T5’s capability of producing 150

good responses but include more knowledge. 151

2.2 PLUG 152

We formulate a knowledge-grounded dialogue as: 153

D = {C,R,S} (1) 154

where C = {Ci}ni=1 is a dialogue context, and 155

R = {Ri}ni=1 is the response in a dialogue that has 156

n turns. S is the external knowledge source for 157

task t. For each dialogue turn, we can formulate a 158

knowledge-grounded dialogue generation task on a 159

single domain d as p(Ri|Ci,S). 160

As shown in Figure 1, each task has its own 161

knowledge source (e.g., documents, databases, 162

and knowledge graphs). In order to make all 163

knowledge-grounded dialogue generation tasks 164
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Figure 1: A diagram of PLUG. PLUG homogenizes different knowledge sources in different tasks to a unified
knowledge representation. Then it learns to ground response generation on the unified knowledge representation.

able to fit in the text-to-text encoder-decoder frame-165

work, we follow T5 to feed each dialogue turn166

into the language model simply by concatenating167

the context Ci = {c1, c2, ..., cm}, and essential168

knowledge triples Ki = {k1, k2, ..., kn} as a token169

sequence. The essential knowledge is extracted170

from the knowledge source S and represented as171

text of triples. We train the model to predict the re-172

sponses token sequence R = {r1, r2, ..., rk}. The173

probability of the responses is formulated as:174

p(Ri|Ci) =
k∏

t=1

p(rt|Ci,Ki, r1, ..., rt−1) (2)175

We will explain how we select and process pre-176

training datasets in the following sections.177

2.3 Model training process178

We pre-trained the PLUG model using two datasets,179

Reddit Conversation (Galley et al., 2018) and Open-180

DialKG (Moon et al., 2019). We will first present181

the three-step data cleaning process of Reddit Con-182

versation in Section 2.3.1, then we will introduce183

OpenDialKG in Section 2.3.2.184

2.3.1 Reddit Conversation185

Reddit Conversation Galley et al. (2018) is a large-186

scale open-domain conversation dataset. It extracts187

the conversation threads grounded on a document188

from the Reddit data.2 We only keep the conver-189

sations grounded on Wikipedia passages for pre-190

training to recognize better the knowledge used191

in the dialogue. Since vanilla document-based di-192

alogue in the dataset does not have a knowledge193

2Reddit data dumps: https://files.pushshift.io/reddit/

label for each dialogue turn, we apply a hierarchi- 194

cal information extraction method to obtain the 195

essential knowledge in each turn. Our information 196

extraction method includes three steps: knowledge 197

retrieval, statistical ranking, and semantic ranking. 198

Knowledge Retriever. We use a knowledge re- 199

triever to retrieve all relevant knowledge in a sin- 200

gle turn’s response. We first extract the title of 201

the grounding Wikipedia passage in the dialogue. 202

Then, we retrieve knowledge triples from a large- 203

scale knowledge graph, DBpedia (Lehmann et al., 204

2015). Specifically, we query the DBpedia via a 205

public SPARQL endpoint3 and then collect triples 206

whose subject or object is in the Wikipedia pas- 207

sage in the dialogue. For example, we keep 208

triples <Barack Obama, alma mater, Columbia 209

University> and <Michelle Obama, spouse, Barack 210

Obama> for the dialogue about Barack Obama. To 211

carry sufficient knowledge to refine in the next step, 212

we retrieve 500 triples for every passage. 213

Statistical Ranking. After retrieving adequate 214

knowledge, we rank the corresponding triples to 215

refine the knowledge. Specifically, we get the TF- 216

IDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency) 217

value for all the retrieved triples. To find the triples 218

related to the context, we concatenate the dialogue 219

history and the response as the query. Then we com- 220

pute the cosine similarity between the query and 221

every triple. Because every triple has the Wikipedia 222

passage name as the subject or object, a higher co- 223

sine similarity score means the query has more 224

similar text with the distinguished text in the triple. 225

3https://dbpedia.org/sparql
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We rank the query-document similarity score and226

only keep the top-50 triples in this step.227

Semantic Ranking. The TF-IDF-based cosine228

similarity score only counts words overlapping be-229

tween triples and the query. It will introduce triples230

whose overlapping words are not meaningful in the231

context and response. Additionally, the Reddit Con-232

versation dataset is obtained from Reddit conversa-233

tion threads. It involves many responses that are not234

grounded on any knowledge. In order to find the235

triples that have the best semantic similarity with236

the response and filter out ungrounded responses,237

in this step, we estimate the semantic similarity238

score with Sentence-Bert (Reimers and Gurevych,239

2019). We rerank the 50 triples from the second240

step based on the score. Additionally, we abandon241

the dialogue turns whose best semantic similarity is242

lower than a threshold because the response cannot243

find proper knowledge, while we want to pre-train244

the model with knowledge-grounded turns.245

2.3.2 OpenDialKG246

To generalize our model to various tasks, we also247

employ OpenDialKG to enrich our pre-training248

dataset. OpenDialKG consists of two types of249

tasks, recommendations and chit-chat, across four250

domains. Unlike the Reddit Conversation dataset,251

which needs to find the knowledge grounding in252

every turn, the original OpenDialKG has a Knowl-253

edge graph path label for each dialogue, and a254

triple label for each dialogue turn. The response is255

grounded on the labeled triple during data collec-256

tion. Thus, we use the triple in the dataset as the257

essential knowledge in our pre-training examples.258

3 Experiments259

We demonstrate our approach on two differ-260

ent downstream tasks: open-domain knowledge-261

grounded dialogue and conversational recommen-262

dation. Besides the fully-supervised learning set-263

ting, we also explore the performance of our ap-264

proach in few-shot and zero-shot settings. We de-265

scribe our implementation details in Section A in266

Appendix.267

3.1 Datasets and Knowledge Sources268

We test our approach on Wizard of Wikipedia269

(WoW; (Dinan et al., 2019)) and REDIAL (Li et al.,270

2018). Basic dataset statistics are listed in Table 2.271

Wizard of Wikipedia. This dataset (Dinan et al.,272

2019) is collected on Amazon Mechanical Turk.273

Dataset Train Valid Test

WoW 18,430
Seen - 981 965

Unseen - 967 968
REDIAL 8,004 1,001 1,001

Table 2: Number of conversations in Wizard of
Wikipedia (WoW) and REDIAL

Each conversation happens between a “wizard” 274

who has access to knowledge about a specific topic, 275

and an “apprentice” who is interested in the topic. 276

The wizard’s response is grounded on a Wikipedia 277

article in each turn. The data is split as a training 278

set, a validation set, and a test set. The test set has 279

two subsets: Test Seen and Test Unseen. Test Seen 280

contains conversations whose topics are seen in the 281

training set, while topics in Test Unseen are not 282

seen in the training or validation set. To extract the 283

essential knowledge in each dialogue turn, we first 284

keep the top five passages retrieved by the TF-IDF 285

retriever in Shuster et al. (2021). Then we use an 286

Open Information Extraction (OpenIE) annotator4 287

to extract the top three triples from the passages 288

as our essential knowledge. The pre-processing is 289

conducted with the code published on ParlAI.5 290

REDIAL. REDIAL (Li et al., 2018) is also col- 291

lected on Amazon Mechanical Turk. Two crowd- 292

workers, a “movie seeker” and “movie recom- 293

mender,” are randomly paired. The recommender 294

has access to a movie database and can recom- 295

mend movies based on movie information, such 296

as actors and movie genres. There are 6,924 dif- 297

ferent movies mentioned in 51,699 movie slots in 298

the dataset. We follow Li et al. (2018) to split the 299

dataset into training, validation, and test sets. Since 300

recommenders use movie-related knowledge when 301

they recommend movies to seekers, we use it as the 302

essential knowledge for a given turn in this dataset. 303

We experiment with three knowledge sources: (1) 304

We query the movie names mentioned in the dia- 305

logue context and retrieve similar movies from the 306

knowledge graph DBpedia, mentioned in Section 307

2.3, and then input the similar movies in a triple for- 308

mat as the essential knowledge. (2) We query the 309

movie names mentioned in the context and retrieve 310

movie comments from MovieLens.6, then use the 311

keywords in the comments as the essential knowl- 312

edge. (3) We use the output of the recommender 313

4https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/openie.html
5https://github.com/facebookresearch/ParlAI
6https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/
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module in KGSF (Zhou et al., 2020a), which is the314

state-of-the-art system on this dataset.315

3.2 Baselines316

We compare the known best models from different317

datasets in the following experiments. For the Wiz-318

ard of Wikipedia dataset, we choose the retrieval-319

augmented generation (RAG) model from Shuster320

et al. (2021). It retrieves wiki documents and gen-321

erates responses based on the documents. We com-322

pare PLUG with this document-based generation323

method to see the impact of our essential knowl-324

edge format. We choose the RAG model also using325

T-5 as the baseline for a fair comparison.326

For the REDIAL dataset, we choose the current327

state-of-the-art: KBRD (Chen et al., 2019) and328

KGSF (Zhou et al., 2020a) as our baselines. Both329

use a recommender module to predict the recom-330

mendation item in the next turn and a generation331

model to generate the response. All baseline re-332

sults are from Zhou et al. (2021). To investigate the333

best performance of our approach, We also use the334

recommender from KGSF as a knowledge source335

in our system and compare it with other knowledge336

sources we mentioned in Section 3.1. As an ab-337

lation study, we also explore the performance of338

vanilla T5 on both tasks to see the performance339

gain brought by our pre-training process.340

3.3 Metrics341

For evaluation, we report the performance with342

standard automatic metrics: BLEU-4 (B4) (Pap-343

ineni et al., 2002), ROUGE-L (RL) (Lin, 2004), and344

unigram overlap (F1) of the generated responses.345

Besides that, for the Wizard of Wikipedia dataset,346

we follow Shuster et al. (2021) to report the over-347

lapping unigrams between the model’s generation348

and the knowledge on which the human grounded349

during dataset collection (KF1), attempting to cap-350

ture whether a model is speaking knowledgeably.351

On the other hand, for the REDIAL dataset, we fol-352

low previous work (Chen et al., 2019; Zhou et al.,353

2020a; Wang et al., 2021) to report distinct-n (Dist-354

n) at the sentence level to evaluate the diversity of355

the model’s generation. We also evaluate whether356

the ground truth movie recommendation can be357

found in the generated response and report it as the358

recommendation item recall in responses (Rec).359

3.4 Fully-Supervised Results360

We first evaluate PLUG with all training examples361

in the training sets to compare its performance with362

other state-of-the-art systems. Additionally, we 363

experiment with using golden knowledge in the 364

input to explore the upper bound of our method. 365

Table 3 shows the Wizard of Wikipedia Test 366

Seen and Test Unseen results. We can see that 367

PLUG with retrieved knowledge achieves better 368

BLEU-4, ROUGE-L, and F1 scores than the RAG 369

method and the model without adding knowledge 370

in the input, on both seen and unseen topics. It 371

suggests that our essential knowledge format helps 372

the model generate responses to ground knowledge 373

better. We also observe that PLUG outperforms the 374

model without pre-training on all metrics, which 375

means our pre-training can boost this task. 376

We list REDIAL’s results in Table 4. We com- 377

pare our approach to the state-of-the-art systems 378

and T5-Large models without pre-training. Addi- 379

tionally, we include a comparison to models with 380

different knowledge sources as described in Section 381

3.1. It shows that our best model (PLUG+KGSF) 382

achieves the new state-of-the-art results on the rec- 383

ommendation item recall metric and distinct met- 384

rics. This result is understandable given that our 385

approach is built upon pre-trained language mod- 386

els. Similarly, we also observe noticeable perfor- 387

mance gains for the pre-training on this task. How- 388

ever, compared to systems with currently available 389

knowledge sources, it is immediately apparent that 390

the system with golden knowledge outperforms the 391

current state-of-the-art on all metrics by a large mar- 392

gin. This huge gap implies that current knowledge 393

retrievers are the main bottleneck for the conversa- 394

tional recommendation task. We will discuss more 395

details in Section 3.7. 396

Overall, we observe noticeable improvement 397

brought by pre-training on both tasks, but it is less 398

significant than expected. It implies that the knowl- 399

edge grounding pattern in the response is limited; 400

a complete training set is more than enough for the 401

T5-Large model to learn the generation task. We 402

will discuss more details in zero-shot and few-shot 403

settings in the following subsections. 404

3.5 Zero-Shot and Few-Shot Results 405

We focus on zero-shot and few-shot settings be- 406

cause it is more realistic to evaluate dialogue sys- 407

tems. Specifically, we randomly sample 10/50/500 408

dialogues with different topics from the training 409

sets and observe performance on the complete test 410

sets. We also evaluate under a zero-shot setting. 411

We experiment with knowledge retrieved by exist- 412
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Test Seen Test Unseen
Model BLEU4 ROUGE-L F1 KF1 BLEU4 ROUGE-L F1 KF1

RAG-T5-Large (Shuster et al., 2021) 3.8 22.1 21.9 25.9 2.8 20.4 20.5 21.9
T5-Large-w/o Knowledge 4.1 18.0 18.3 19.2 2.1 15.4 21.4 13.9
T5-Large-Retrieved Knowledge 5.8 21.8 25.8 22.6 3.4 19.2 22.7 17.6
T5-Large-Golden Knowledge 11.3 30.8 35.6 46.8 8.7 28.4 33.0 43.6

PLUG-Retrieved Knowledge 6.0 22.3 26.5 22.4 3.5 19.5 23.3 18.6
PLUG-Golden Knowledge 11.5 31.1 36.0 47.8 8.8 29.0 33.4 46.0

Table 3: Fully-supervised results on Wizard of Wikipedia Test Seen and Test Unseen Sets.

Figure 2: Zero-shot and few-shot results on Wizard of Wikipedia Test Seen and Test Unseen sets.

Model B4 RL DIST2 DIST4 Rec

KBRD 1.8 16.5 0.48 0.67 0.7
KGSF 2.3 13.1 0.49 1.28 0.9

T5-Large
+w/o KG 3.7 18.3 0.72 1.10 3.4
+Golden 10.4 32.7 1.17 1.60 83.5
+KGSF 3.7 17.4 1.13 2.02 4.7

PLUG
+w/o KG 3.9 19.6 0.78 1.31 3.7
+Golden 10.6 33.5 1.26 1.81 84.3
+DBpedia 3.3 18.3 0.45 0.66 0.8
+MovieLens 3.4 17.8 0.91 1.34 2.4
+KGSF 3.8 18.0 1.51 2.84 5.3

Table 4: Fully-supervised results on REDIAL.

ing retrievers on both tasks to set a realistic set-413

ting. We compare our models to those without pre-414

training to explore how our pre-training benefits415

the model’s few-shot learning capability. Wizard416

of Wikipedia’s experiments results are in Figure 2,417

and REDIAL’s results are in Figure 3. Note that for418

Wizard of Wikipedia, topics in original Test Seen419

set may not be seen during training in this setting420

since we only use a small portion of data in the421

original training set. We use original Test Seen and422

Test Unseen sets to compare with fully-supervised423

results. As can be seen in Figure 2 (a)-(c), 3 (a)-424

(b), PLUG maintains a higher BLEU-4, ROUGE-L,425

and F1 scores on both tasks when training with426

less than 500 dialogues. It means PLUG obtains427

knowledge-grounded generation ability from pre-428

training and can generalize to different tasks.429

Figure 2 (d) shows that models without pre-430

training achieve a higher knowledge F1 score un-431

der a zero-shot setting for the Wizard of Wikipedia432

dataset. In contrast, it achieves a deficient per-433

formance on the language quality-related met- 434

rics, which implies that models only copy knowl- 435

edge words but generate gibberish responses with- 436

out training. Nevertheless, PLUG still gener- 437

ates knowledge-grounded responses with a lower 438

knowledge F1 score out-of-the-box. This result 439

also suggests that we should only consider knowl- 440

edge F1 scores when the model has decent scores 441

on language quality metrics. 442

For the REDIAL dataset, Figure 3 (d) shows that 443

there is not as much improvement in recommenda- 444

tion item recall brought by pre-training when com- 445

pared to BLEU-4 and ROUGE-L on a zero-shot set- 446

ting. However, we observe a noticeable difference 447

between PLUG and the T5 model, which means 448

PLUG learns to generate with grounded knowledge 449

faster than the T5 model. The unusually high DIST- 450

4 of T5 in Figure 3 (d) is caused by diverse but 451

irrelevant responses. It is also demonstrated by low 452

BLEU-4 and ROUGE-L scores in Figure 3 (a) and 453

Figure 3 (b), and the decrease of DIST-4 when we 454

increase the training data size. 455

3.6 Human Evaluation 456

We conduct a human evaluation on Wizard of 457

Wikipedia to assess the overall quality of the re- 458

sponses of our model compared to T5 and RAG7. 459

Specifically, we randomly select 100 responses for 460

each model with the same context from Test Seen 461

and Test Unseen. For the few-shot setting, we use 462

the models trained with 50 dialogues. We hire 463

workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk to rate mod- 464

7We use the published FiD RAG DPR model at
https://parl.ai/projects/hallucination/
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Figure 3: Zero-shot and few-shot results on REDIAL.

els’ responses on a 0 - 2 scale with three metrics:465

Fluency, Coherence, and Knowledge. The order of466

the systems shown to workers is shuffled to avoid467

confounding practice effects. Three different work-468

ers evaluate each dialogue turn. Table 5 reports469

average metrics scores. We observe that responses470

from our fully-supervised model are more fluent471

and coherent than those from RAG, which benefits472

from our simple but effective essential knowledge473

representation. We can also see significant improve-474

ment on all metrics for PLUG under a zero-shot475

setting compared to the T5 model. Performance476

improvement under the few-shot setting is less than477

in the zero-shot setting, but PLUG still outperforms478

T5 on all metrics, which aligns with the result in479

automatic evaluation. Interestingly, we observe480

that responses from the model trained with 50 dia-481

logues have already been very fluent and coherent,482

which is even higher than those from the fully-483

supervised model. However, responses from the484

fully-supervised model contain the most appropri-485

ate knowledge, which suggests that the model has486

learned how to generate high-quality responses in487

a few-shot setting, but it continues to learn how to488

ground on knowledge with more training samples.489

Model Fluency Coherence Knowledge

RAG 1.06 1.08 1.19

T5-Large
- Zero-shot 0.87 0.98 0.98
- Few-shot 1.26 1.35 1.31

PLUG
- Zero-shot 1.20 1.34 1.25
- Few-shot 1.29 1.42 1.39
- Fully-supervised 1.24 1.37 1.46

Table 5: Human evaluation results of different models
on Wizard of Wikipedia.

3.7 Discussion and Analysis490

To investigate the enormous performance gap be-491

tween models with golden knowledge and retrieved492

knowledge in Table 4, we compare the performance493

of models with different knowledge sources on the494

REDIAL dataset. Specifically, we mix the golden495

movies information and the retrieved movie in- 496

formation retrieved in the training/validation/test 497

set to simulate knowledge sources with differ- 498

ent recall performances. We experiment with 499

0/20/40/60/80/100 percent of the golden knowl- 500

edge. 0 means all training samples includes re- 501

trieved knowledge (a flawed knowledge source), 502

100 means all training samples include golden 503

knowledge (a perfect knowledge source). To have a 504

more realistic setting, we compare the performance 505

of PLUG and T5 under the few-shot setting (trained 506

on 50 dialogues), as shown in Figure 4. 507

We find that the performance gain for both mod- 508

els is linear with respect to the performance of 509

the knowledge source, whereas PLUG has a better 510

boost on the BLEU-4 score and recommendation 511

recall score. The curve with a higher slope shows 512

the potential benefit from our pre-training method 513

when better knowledge sources are available in the 514

future. Furthermore, the gap on DIST-4 between 515

PLUG and T5 is almost the same as golden knowl- 516

edge increases, but the DIST-4 of T5 surprisingly 517

drops when no golden knowledge is available. It 518

means that T5 requires a better knowledge source 519

in the training set to generate diverse responses 520

under a few-shot setting, while PLUG has learned 521

that ability in the pre-training process and gener- 522

ates diverse responses out-of-the-box. We also note 523

that the performance boost with a better knowl- 524

edge source is much more than the generation tech- 525

nology in previous work. This massive gap may 526

shed light on the research direction of knowledge- 527

grounded dialogue tasks for future efforts. 528

4 Related Work 529

Knowledge-grounded dialogue is becoming an in- 530

creasingly important topic, with datasets proposed 531

to model its occurrence on different tasks. Dia- 532

logues in these datasets are based on various for- 533

mats of knowledge, such as documents in open- 534

domain conversations (Ghazvininejad et al., 2018; 535

Dinan et al., 2019; Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019), 536

movie database in movie recommendation con- 537

7



Figure 4: Analysis of models with different knowledge sources on REDIAL.
.

versations (Li et al., 2018; Hayati et al., 2020),538

or knowledge graph in recommendation conversa-539

tions(Moon et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2021b).540

One of the principal challenges in knowledge-541

grounded conversations is incorporating knowledge542

into dialogue systems. Recent work investigates543

different techniques of learning a better knowledge544

representation to fuse knowledge in the response545

generation process. Ghazvininejad et al. (2018)546

separately encoded the dialogue history and docu-547

ments to infuse the response with external world548

facts. Chen et al. (2019); Wang et al. (2021); Zhou549

et al. (2020a) joined a knowledge graph represen-550

tation in a response generation module. Zhu et al.551

(2017) combined the knowledge from the database552

with the user intent and fed it into the decoder. Un-553

like these studies, we use a single encoder for both554

dialogue context and knowledge.555

In order to improve the systems’ performance556

on unseen topics and train knowledge-grounded557

dialogue in a low-resource setting, researchers in-558

vestigate pre-training methods for the knowledge-559

grounded tasks. Zhao et al. (2020a) pre-trained560

the dialogue generation model with ungrounded561

dialogues and the knowledge encoder with the562

Wikipedia dump separately. Li et al. (2020) pro-563

posed a pre-trained latent variable model to learn564

the way that the knowledge is expressed in the re-565

sponse. Liu et al. (2021a) built a document encoder566

and a dialogue context encoder, then pre-trained567

them separately in multiple stages. The knowledge568

encoder in these studies is pre-trained separately569

and only accepts the same knowledge format, while570

we pre-train our model with essential knowledge571

in the text format, thus fitting different knowledge572

sources in the downstream tasks.573

Inspired by the success of pre-trained language574

models for a variety of natural language process-575

ing tasks (Devlin et al., 2019; Radford et al., 2019;576

Yang et al., 2019; Ma et al., 2021), another line577

of work investigates learning knowledge through578

language models’ parameters (Petroni et al., 2019;579

Rosset et al., 2020; Roberts et al., 2020). In our 580

pre-training process, we aim to learn extra knowl- 581

edge and, more importantly, learn how to generate 582

response grounding on the essential knowledge. 583

Two recent studies are most closely related to 584

our work. Chen et al. (2020) proposed a pre-trained 585

model for data to text tasks. They unified the knowl- 586

edge format in the pre-training data and down- 587

stream tasks, however only depend on the graph 588

structure and do not work on knowledge-grounded 589

dialogues. Shuster et al. (2021) applied the docu- 590

ment retrieval augmentation method (Lewis et al., 591

2020b) on open-domain knowledge-grounded dia- 592

logues. However, they do not do pre-training and 593

rely on Wikipedia documents in the decoder, limit- 594

ing their model to document-based dialogues. We 595

use unified essential knowledge instead of docu- 596

ments in our pre-training, making our model more 597

generalizable. Our approach can be seen as gen- 598

eralizing both lines of work, and showing for the 599

first time that a pre-trained model is effective for 600

various knowledge-grounded tasks with different 601

knowledge formats. 602

5 Conclusion and Future Work 603

We present a knowledge-grounded pre-trained lan- 604

guage model PLUG that can be applied to various 605

knowledge-grounded dialogue tasks. It subsumes 606

different knowledge sources into a simple but ef- 607

fective unified essential knowledge representation. 608

Evaluation results on two benchmarks indicate that 609

our model performs better in zero-shot and few- 610

shot settings and can generalize to different knowl- 611

edge grounded tasks. 612

As future work, we would like to augment 613

our pre-training datasets with more knowledge 614

sources, and apply our method to other knowledge- 615

grounded tasks such as question answering. An- 616

other interesting direction would be to develop bet- 617

ter information retrievers since experiments show 618

that the retriever is the main bottleneck in the 619

knowledge-grounded dialogues. 620
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A Implementation Details 897

We process the Reddit monthly submissions and 898

comments dump from 2011 to 2017, consisting of 899

over 894k knowledge-grounded dialogue turns. As 900

detailed in Section 2.3.1, we set the threshold as 901

0.35 in the semantic ranking. After filtering with 902

our hierarchical information extraction method, 903

over 321k dialogue turns remain. All dialogue 904

turns in the OpenDialKG dataset are used in the pre- 905

training. Each dialogue turn is processed to form a 906

sequence of tokens consisting of three segments: di- 907

alogue context, essential knowledge, and response. 908

We keep the top-three triples/keywords as our es- 909

sential knowledge in pre-training and downstream 910

tasks. PLUG is implemented with Huggingface 911

Pytorch Transformers8 (Wolf et al., 2020) and ini- 912

tialized with the 800M-parameter T5 model. We 913

use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with weight 914

decay for pre-training. Training examples are trun- 915

cated to ensure a maximal length of 512. Models 916

are pre-trained on 8 Nvidia V100 GPUs until we 917

observe no progress on validation data or up to 20 918

epochs. The best configuration of hyper-parameters 919

is selected through cross-validated grid-search. 920

B Ethical Considerations 921

It is essential to consider potential ethical issues 922

in knowledge-grounded dialogue systems. In our 923

work, PLUG is pre-trained on a large-scale dataset 924

Reddit Conversation, which is crawled from the 925

internet. We follow Galley et al. (2018) to filter out 926

dialogues that have profanity content. However, 927

it is still possible to include inappropriate content 928

in the pre-training dataset. In processing the Red- 929

dit Conversation dataset during pre-training, we 930

have carefully designed rules to remove knowl- 931

edge that has profanity words. Additionally, the 932

T5 model may have seen inappropriate content in 933

its pre-training tasks, and it may generate wrong 934

responses even if we input appropriate knowledge. 935

Considerable additional work is needed to detect 936

profanity content when we generate with a pre- 937

trained language model. In addition to these ethical 938

considerations, we have sought to better conduct 939

our human evaluation by transparently communi- 940

cating with crowd-workers about data use and study 941

intent and compensating workers at a reasonable 942

hourly wage. 943

8https://github.com/huggingface/transformers is licensed
under the Apache License 2.0
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C Human Evaluation Interface944

Figure 5 shows the interface of an example in our945

human evaluation.946
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Figure 5: Screenshot of human evaluation interface.
.
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